
January Grounds 2018 Board Report 
 
Grounds put in 192 hours this month. 
 
Tuesday 1/02/18  20 hours - WOW What a way to start the new year.  Mark and Lee fixed the leak at the office.  Bob 
Muldoon, Jack Zanz who just joined us.  Heard we were having a lot of fun and Jim later joined by Mark and Lee 
trimmed the low hanging branches behind Nardos.  Larry Smith, John Kangas, John Frederickson, Brent Gordy, Bob 
Fillion cut some firewood and did some more trimming along the Nature Trail.  We have some more trimming along the 
Nature Trail and Nardos saved for Friday.   
 
Friday 1/05/18  20 hours - Grounds had a very nice day today.  Gary Moe and Marty Swanson spent the morning at Perry 
Park and did an awesome job.  Bob Muldoon and Lee Blahnik spent the morning doing some trimming in the Nature Park 
adding some more trimmings to Hot Desert pick up list.  Bill Studer, Larry Smith, Brent Gordy, Dave Koch and Jim spent 
the morning behind Nardos trimming up the Oleanders and low hanging Mesquite branches.  We got all of the equipment 
cleaned up and put away ready for the next event. 
 
Friday 1/12/18  18 hours - Great day today. Larry Smith, Mark, Jim, Dave Koch, John Kangas, Jack Zanz, Brent Gordy, 
Bob Muldoon spent the morning in the Rio Fuerte wash all the way to Golfista.  Cleaned up lots of new  Mesquite and 
Palo Verde volunteers and some broken branches.  Mark hauled out at least 4 trailer loads for Hot Desert.  We still have a 
couple of other washes to conquer.   
 
Tuesday 1/16/18  26 hours - WOW big day today.  What a turnout.  Vic and Mark worked on the wiring in the new 
addition.  Larry Smith spent some time cleaning up some debri along Blue Fox and Don Kelly, Lee Blahnick, and Bob 
Muldoon spent part of the morning picking it up and putting in the dumpster.  Jim, John Kangas, Hal Bieler, Jack Zanz, 
Dewain Winters, Charlie Jones, Bill Studer and Gary Moe spent the morning working on the other end of the Rio Fuerte 
wash. 
 
Thursday 1/18/18 22 hours - What a great turnout.  A big thanks to everyone.  The Hot Desert cleanup was a big success 
thanks to you all.  Mark and Vic spent the morning on the electrical in the new addition.  Jim, Lee, Bob M., Marty 
Swanson, Don Kelly, John Kangas, Charlie Jones, Hal Bieler and Brent Gordy spent the morning in the Rio Fuerte wash 
hauling out the trimmings from Tuesday.  On the last load out we blew a tire and ruined the rim on the trailer.  So Mark 
went to Tractor Supply and got a new $80 rim and tire.  Bob M., Jim and Mark got the rim and tire back on were able to 
get the rest of the trimmings up to the dumpster in time for Hot Desert to haul it away.  Great morning. 
 
Tuesday 1/23/18 28 hours - WOW great turnout today. Thank you all.  Mark and Vic worked on the electrical in the new 
addition.  John Frederickson, Denny Dahl and Jack Zanz cleaned out the shed getting ready for sheet rock.  Larry Smith, 
Don Kelly, Bob Fillion, and Hal Bieler worked on an irrigation leak and Jim, Bob Muldoon, Brent Gordy and Marty 
Swanson trimmed behind  Wolf Run. We got a lot done this morning. 
 
Friday 1/26/18 24 hours - Big day today.  Mark, John Kangas, John Frederickson, and Hal Bieler installed sheet rock on 
the addition ceiling.  Larry Smith and Don Kelly finished up the irrigation at the entrance.  Lee Blahnick, Bob Muldoon, 
Brent Gordy, Gary Moe and Jim worked on the Wolf Run Wash almost finished. 
 
Tuesday 1/30/18  30 hours today - Big day today and a BIG thanks to everyone.  Mark, Bob Fillion, Marty Swanson and 
John Kangas worked on the sheet rock.  Finished the ceiling.  Larry Smith, Don Kelly and Hal Bieler spent the morning 
on irrigation behind Blue Fox.  Bigger job than anticipated.  Jim, Jack Zanz, Bob Muldoon, Lee Blahnick, Brent Gordy, 
Dick Bierman and Bill Studer pretty much finished up behind Wolf Run.  We accomplished a lot today.  Friday we plan on 
working in the Rio Fuerte wash on the golf course side.  Talked to Torres Blanca and they agreed to work with us. 
 
Our grounds crew for January.  A big thanks to everyone.  Mark, Jim, Bob Fillion, Bob Muldoon, John Kangas, John 
Frederickson, Jack Zanz, Bill Studer,  Marty Swanson, Hal Bieler, Don Kelly, Larry Smith, Dick Bierman, Brent Gordy, 
Denny Dahl, Vic Bignall, Gary Moe, Dave Koch, Charlie Jones and Dewain Winters. 



February Grounds 2018 Board Report 
170 hours of volunteer work - 18 Springs Volunteers 

 
Friday 2/02/18 21 hours 
Mark, Jim, Bob Muldoon, John Frederickson, Marty Swanson, Hal Bieler, Don Kelly, Larry Smith, Lee 
Blahnik, Dick Bierman and Brent Gordy spent a hot dusty morning in the Rio Fuerty wash on the golf course 
side.  Lee and Bob made several trips to the dumpster. 
 
Monday 2/05/18 20 hours. 
A really big thanks to everyone for showing up on a Monday on short notice.  Lee, Larry, Bob F., Bob M., 
Dave, Jack, Brent, Hal, Jim and Don.  We spent the morning in the Rio Fuerty Wash hauling trimmings to the 
dumpster, cleaning out pack rat nests and trimming low hanging branches. 
 
Tuesday 2/06/18 10 hours 
WOW two big days in a row.  Mark, John Kangas, Marty Swanson, Dennis Dahl and Bob Muldoon did the 
sheet rock this morning.  All but one small piece above the door.  That was the whole garage except the ceiling.  
A great turnout on such short notice.  Big thanks to everyone. 
 
Friday 2/09/18  16 hours 
We had a good Friday.  Mark and Bob Muldoon ran the chipper in the Rio Fuerte wash.  Jim and Lee did some 
temporary trimming in Perry Park and then joined Brent Gordy, Dave Koch, and Bill Studer who were busy 
trimming some more Desert Bloom in the wash.  Larry Smith fixed irrigation issues. 
 
Monday 2/12/18  16 Hours 
Mark, John Kangas and Dennis Dahl finished up all of the sheet rock and taping.  Big job.  Lee, Brent Gordy, 
Dick Bierman and Bob Muldoon finished up a trimming all of the brush getting it ready for the chipper.  What a 
good turnout for a Monday.  Great job and a big thanks to everyone. 
 
Friday 2/16/18 20 hours 
Mark, Bob Fillion  and Dave Koch worked in the new addition.  Lee took care of some business at the entrance.  
Bob Muldoon, Marty Swanson, Hal Beiler, Larry Smith, Brent Gordy and Jim worked in the Rio Fuerte wash.  
Hot Desert was working with us, so we helped load their truck. 
 
Tuesday 2/20/18 26 hours 
Mark, Denny Dahl, Lee, and John Frederickson got all the cabinets moved into the equipment shed.  Bob 
Muldoon, Larry Smith cleaned up some cactus on Comica and then joined Jim, Don Kelly, John Kangas, Marty 
Swanson, Gary Moe, Jack Zanz and Bill Studer as we trimmed a pesky Palo Verde. 
 
Friday 2/23/18 14 hours 
Mark and Dennis Dahl continued to work in the shed.  Jim, Lee Blahnik, Dawn Weber (who joined us for the 
first time), Dick Bierman and Don Kelly cleaned up a couple of Oak trees that were threatening some prickly 
pears.  Then we went to the Nature Park and cleaned up that rock pile across from the dog run and did some 
erosion control on the Wolf Run wash.  A big thanks to everyone. 
 
Tuesday 2/27/18  28 hours 
Big day today.  Mark, Dennis Dahl, John Frederickson, Hal Bieler, Gary Moe, Bob Fillion and Lee Blahnik 
worked in the shed or at the entrance getting everything ready for the bird spikes and directing traffic.  With 
Nancy Kelly guidance Jim, Don Kelly, John Kangas, Dawn Weber, Bill Studer, Larry Smith and Marty Swanson 
pruned cactus from the Golden Lynx common area. 



March 2018 Grounds Board Report  174 volunteer hours for March 
 
Friday 3/02/18 20 hours 
What a turnout for the first Friday in March.  Mark, Dick Bierman, Hal Bieler, Lee Blahnik, John Frederickson, Don 
Kelly, Dave Koch, Bob Muldoon, Brent Gordy, and Jim spent all morning in the Rio Fuerte wash trimming up the bank 
and chipping.  Mark had a lot of help on the chipper.  It was a busy morning with us trimming and chipping and Hot 
Desert working on erosion issue 
 
Tuesday 3/06/18.  28 hours today. 
WOW what a turn out.  Mark, Dick Bierman, Hal Bieler, Lee Blahnik, John Frederickson, Don Kelly, Bob Muldoon, 
Brent Gordy, Marty Swanson, Larry Smith, Denny Dahl, Dawn Weber, Gary Moe and Jim.  Everyone pitched in digging 
out the brush and trimming it up for the chipper.  We trimmed that Palo Verde behind Dick Bierman's house and Lee 
worked on a bunch of cactus and pack rat nests.  Denny Dahl spent the morning in the equipment shed transforming it into 
an amazing work place.  
 
Friday 3/09/18 22 hours 
Big effort today.  Mark, John Kangas, John Frederickson, Hal Bieler, Dick Bierman and Bob Muldoon pretty much 
finished up the wash.  Dennis Dahl continued to work in the shed.  Lee Blahnik, Larry  Smith, Don Kelly and Charley 
Jones cleaned up some debri behind Blue Fox, hauled all the cactus over for the garage sale and then proceeded to tidy up 
the entrance now that all of the construction and painting is finished.  A really big thanks to everyone. 
 
Tuesday 3/13/18  20 hours 
Good day today.  Denny Dahl continues to bring our shed into the 21st. century.  Mark, Lee, Bob Fillion, Marty Swanson, 
Charlie Jones, Jim, Bob Muldoon, Brent Gordy and Larry Smith Trimmed up the mesquite tree in the Comica park and 
also cleaned up some mistletoe in Perry Park.   
 
Friday 3/16/18 24 hours 
Lot going on today.  Lee and Bob Muldoon cleaned out the fountain and got it running.  Don Kelly, Dave Koch, Jim and 
Larry Smith worked on irrigation.  Marty Swanson cut up all that firewood by the dumpster.  Mark, Dawn Weber, John 
Kangas and Brent Gordy treated agave and Denny Dahl continued to work in the equipment shed where is installed the 
vice for easier use. 
 
Friday 3/23/18 24hours 
Monday Don Kelly and Jim spent about 2 hours walking and repairing irrigation on Nardos.  That gave us more time on 
Friday.  Mark and Don Kelly spent some time on irrigation at the entrance repairing leaks.  Lee Blahnik and Brent Gordy 
spent the morning fixing a bump on the Nature Path.  Denny Dahl continues to transform the equipment shed.  Dawn 
Weber, Bob Muldoon, Bill Studer, John Frederickson, John Kangas and Jim Owen cleaned up some trimmings behind 
Wolf Run.  Big day. 
 
Tuesday 3/27/18  20 hours 
WOW big turnout for Perry Park.  Dick Bierman, Lee Blahnik, Charlie Jones, Bob Fillion, Don Kelly, Bob Muldoon, 
Brent Gordy, Gary Moe, Jim Owen and Jack Zanz.  They did all the trimming in the Park and Hot Desert picked it all up.  
Denny Dahl was working on the security system in the shed. 
 
Friday 3/30/18  16 hours 
Don Kelly and Marty Swanson finished up the irrigation repairs at the entrance tan joined us. Dick Bierman, Bill Studer, 
Lee Blahnik, Jim Owen and Bob Muldoon cleaned up the cactus debri left by Farmers Water at the Rio Fuerte entrance.  
We had a couple of trailer loads.  It was a really good day.  Big thanks to everyone.  



 
April 2018 Grounds Board Report   13 volunteers put in 116 hours 

 
Tuesday 4/03/18 20 hours 
Wow, great turnout for April. Lee, Blahnik, Bob Fillion, Charlie Jones, Don Kelly, John Kangas, Bob Muldoon, 
Brent Gordy, Jim Owen, Bill Studer, Denny Dahl, Gary Moe and Jack Zenz continued to clean up cactus. This 
time around the Nature Path. That took about an hour and then we finished up at Rio Fuerte entrance. We have a 
little more to do there. Denny continued to work in the shed, organizing working on the security system. Big 
thanks to everyone. 
 
Friday 4/06/18 16 hours 
Ron Sills took the push mower and started to mow around the Nature Path. Dick Bierman and Mark went up to 
the entrance and tried to get at that broken branch, they did remove some missle toe. Lee Blahnik, Dave Koch, 
Bob Muldoon and Jim Owen removed the cans of cactus from the Rio Fuerte wash and finished up along the 
Nature Path. Denny Dahl continued to work in the shed. 
 
Friday 4/13/18  20 hours 
A great turnout today.  Denny Dahl continues to transform the shed.  Mark did some security and walked 
irrigation behind Blue Fox.  Dick Bierman, Lee Blahnik, John Frederickson, Dave koch, John Kangas, Bob 
Muldoon, Jim Owen and Jack Zenz finished up the cactus cleanup north side of the Rio Fuerte wash  and then 
cleaned up the rattle snake cactus behind Dick's place.  The snake had moved on. 
 
Tuesday 4/17/18  14 hours 
Busy morning.  Denny Dahl continues to improve our shed.  Mark Koruga, Lee Blahnik, John Frederickson, 
John Kangas, Bob Muldoon and Jim Owen moved some railroad ties and did some trimming and a lot of 
irrigation work behind Blue Fox. 
 
Friday 4/20/18  16 hours 
Denny was painting and working on the shed.  Mark John F.,and Lee were helping HD trim up some cactus and 
Larry, Bob M., Dave and Jim were working in the wash.  Miguel was finishing up the Rio Fuerte erosion 
project.  Everyone was pretty busy. 
 
Tuesday 4/24/18 18 hours 
Ron Sills started early and did a great job mowing in the Nature Park.  Lee Blahnik worked at the entrance to 
the Springs cleaning up the Raven's nest.  Mark, Bob F., Bob M., Jim, John K. and Larry trimmed up some 
mesquites at the mail boxes in Perry Park and then proceeded to clean up the Nature trail.  Looks like Denny 
pretty much finished up the shed.  Good day today. 
 
Friday 4/27/18  12 hours 
Denny continues to straighten up the shed.  Mark, Bob M., Lee, Larry and Jim outlined the path at the Rio 
Fuerte entrance, trimmed up some cactus and removed the light on the flag pole.  Easy day today.   
 
 



May 2018 Grounds Board Report 
May grounds 2018 102 hours and we had 14 volunteers this month. 

 
Tuesday 5/01/18 12 hours 
Denny hung some brackets for the pole saws. John K., Bob M., Larry, Lee and Mark hung some wire to 
discourage the Raven nest builders. They spent the rest of the time working on the flag pole, installing 
a new pulley and a new light. 
 
Friday 5/04/18 8 hours 
John K., Lee, Bob M., and Mark got the irrigation checked behind Nardos and Viva. Mark and Lee are 
going to the nursery Monday to buy a few plants with the hope that HD (Manny) can get them in the 
ground on Tluesday. They are starting earlier as things are heating up. Looks like only Mark, Lee, Bob 
M., Sharon, and Ron and Bob Murray are the only ones left. 
 
Tuesday 5/08/18 28 hours 
Wow Big day today. Mark, Bob M., Vic, Rick F., Bob F., Hal, and Lee worked from 7 to 11 on raising 
stop signs. Mark thinks they will do more signs on Friday. 
 
Friday 5/11/18 8 hours 
Ron mowed the Nature Path really windy. Bob M., Lee and Mark cleaned up Park 9 that is behind 
Lee's house. Then they removed Judy's cactus to be planted later probably Tuesday with a couple more 
donations. 
 
Tuesday 5/15/18 6 hours 
Mark, Bob M. and Lee. Put some more plants in and around Rio Fuerte wash. 
 
Friday 5/18/18 16 hours 
We had some Javelina dig up a barrel cactus we planted at Rambles and Fuerte. Think they were going 
for some grubs? We decided to add a rock there instead. Lee did come today, so Bob ,Lee and I 
planted that cactus down by the entrance to the park. We had about 8 man hours today and I will have 
about another 8 this week with the other stuff I am doing. Bob M. weed whipped the common area 
behind Wolf Run. 
 
Week of 5/21/18 9 hours so far. 
I spent 3 hours working on the Nature Path this morning. I took the ATV and trailer and filled it with 
branches that had grown over the Path. I also raked the exercise areas and benches. Lee and I are 
starting at 6:00a.m. tomorrow and will paint the inside of the rosettes at the entrance before it gets too 
hot! We will paint fences at Rio Fuerte entrance when all the landscaping is finished there. 
 
Friday 5/25/18 6 hours 
Bob and Lee did some trimming, fixed an irrigation leak, planted some cactus at the Rio Fuerte 
entrance and checked out a pack rat nest. 
 
Tuesday 5/29/18 9 hour 
Mark, Bob and Lee moved some agave plants for Joe Barton and transplanted a saguaro donated by 
Bonnie Delvaux in honor of Ron. Joe is going to donate a bench at the Rio Fuerte entrance. 



Grounds Board Report for June 2018 
June 2018 ground report/ Mark and Lee put in around 50 hours 

 
Friday 6/1/18 4 hours 
Mark and Lee did some weeds and ants. Continue to water the new plants. Will check out a tree 
on Rambles. Backfill valves were checked yesterday and they found one minor problem. 
 
Tuesday 6/5/18 6 hours 
Lee and I painted the railings to the park, looks good! And watered the plants. Getting warm 
quick in the morning now so 6 am next Tuesday. 
 
Friday 6/8/18 7 hours 
Lee and I trimmed a bunch of trees around the park. Ron Sills weed trimmed the walking path. 
We are all set for the weeds! Just need some rain. Finished off filling the dumpster and I am going 
to call it in. Also sprayed for some weeds around the dumpster area. 
 
Tuesday 6/12/18 6 hours 
Lee and I cut some bird of paradise down from behind Loretta' s house and treated them with 
Tordon. It seems to be controlling them somewhat. They are quite prolific in that area. Lee 
removed a couple more message boards and we painted the posts that hold them so after Lee gets 
done retrofitting the boards with new latches we will install them. 
 
Friday 6/15/18 5 hours 
Mark and Lee finished another bulletin board waiting for the rain. 
 
Tuesday 6/19/18 6 hours 
Started painting the shed on Monday. Tomorrow we will hang one more message board. Lee 
needs to purchase 2 more message boards to finish. Lee and I had another 6 man hours today. I 
cleaned the fountain yesterday for Sharon. Lee and I cleaned up the nature trail today from the 
rains. We also hung the message board on Floridia. I bought a new LED light for the office the old 
fluorescent one burned out. 
 
Friday 6/22/18 6 hours 
Mark and Lee hung another message board, sprayed some weeds and hung the new led light in 
the office. 
 
Tuesday 6/26/18 5 hours 
Lee and Mark cleaned the fountain, watered the new plants and cleaned the Walking Trail. Mark 
also took the wheels off the quad to replace the old tires. 
 
Friday 6/29/18 4 hours 
Mark and Lee worked on the fountain, painted the wall and cleaned up some rock around the 
mail box on Fuerte. Getting new tires for the quad on Saturday. 



July grounds Board Report 60 hot hours for July. 
July 2018 grounds 

 
Tuesday 7/3 6 hours 
Bob is back so yesterday Lee and Bob cleaned the walking trail and watered some plantings, 
they also cleaned up around the fountain. Friday we are going to mow and weed trim. Not too 
many weeds yet, hoping for rain late this weekend. 
 
Friday 7/6/18 8 hours 
Lee and I finished the last two message boards, they will last a very long time and are wind 
and waterproof! Ron and Bob were on the trail cutting the grass and trimming along the wolf 
run walls. 
 
Tuesday 7/10/18 6 hours 
Bob. Lee and Mark did some work with HD, did some equipment maintenance and trimmed 
some trees at the entrance. 
 
Friday 7/13/18 6 hours 
cleaned up some debri on the walking trail. Used the DR on some weeds. Easy Day. 
 
Friday.7/20/18 10 hours 
Bob and Lee did some grass trimming and Mark and Dick did some repair work on the big 
mower. Hot and humid today. Starting at 6am. 
 
Tuesday 7/24/18 10 hours 
Mark, Bob, Lee, Dick and Ron. Cleaning up debri in Perry Park, mowing and spraying for 
weeds and some pig weed 
 
Friday 7/27/18 8 hours 
Bob, Lee, Ron and Mark trimmed along the Nature path and finished up along the Wolf Run 
Wall. Then they attacked the pig weed along the golf course. Not as much pig weed as last 
year, but we have a few more rain storms coming our way. 
 
Tuesday 7/31/18 8 hours 
Mark, Bob and Lee cleaned up the walking trail, trimmed some low hanging branches and 
sprayed some pig weed. Gave the trimmings to Hot Desert. 



BOARD REPORT FOR AUGUST 
August Grounds 2018 70 hours for the month (Tuesday Friday hours) 

 
Friday 8/3/18 8 hours 
Mark, Bob and Lee spent the morning in the Nature Park blowing and weeding. Checking on 
irrigation 
 
Tuesday 8/7/18 8 hours 
Bob and Lee put up a sign and sprayed some weeds. HD repaired an irrigation leak in Perry Park 
and Weed Busters sprayed some weeds. 
 
Friday 8/10/18 
Rain out 
 
Tuesday 8/14/18 8 hours 
Ron, Lee, Bob and I. I actually cut the tall stuff yesterday afternoon when no body was on the trail 
with the big mower. We weed trimmed the trail and along the wall on Wolf Run (again!) And I 
used the DR for most of the pig weed on the north end of the park. Friday if we can we will move 
another saguaro that Stephanie wants to get rid of, ground should be soft due to the rain. 
 
8/17/18 8 hours 
Thought I would send a long a picture of our new cactus and bench. 
Larry Smith has rejoined us! Stephanie Walter's asked if we wanted another saguaro. So Friday 
Bob, Lee, Larry and I moved it from her house to our planting area off of Rio Fuerte. We also 
received a new bench from the Barton's they donated it for our small nature trail we have been 
working on. While they were preparing the hole and placing the bench I cleaned up the weeds 
with the DR by the dumpster. 
 
8/21-24 16 hours 
Irrigation checks and weed whacking 
 
8/28 14 hours 
Ron mowed, Mark, Bob and Lee weed whacked in the Nature Park. Larry and Jim checked 
Irrigation. 
 
8/31/18 8 hours 
Bob, Larry, Lee and Jim spent the morning trimming weeds and Lee used the DR on the pig weed 
behind Wolf Run. More work to do. 
 



 
October 2018 grounds board report 102 Tuesday & Friday volunteer hours for October 

 
Tuesday 10/02/18 10 hours 
Bob F., Bob M., Lee, Mark and Jim filled several large holes that have popped up in the common areas, 
cleaned up some cactus, and trimmed up a Bird of Paradise behind Fonda. 
 
Friday 10/05/18 10 hours 
Mark, Bob, Lee and Jim did some trimming at the entrance. Bob and Jim did some trimming along the 
Nature Path and Mark put a new tire on the mower and gave it a test run. Ron did some mowing along 
the Nature Path and Bob and Jim used the blowers. 
 
Tuesday 10/09/18 8 hours 
Mark, bob, Lee and Jim trimmed up the Texas Rangers at the gate entrance and then removed some low 
hanging branches on and near the Nature Path. 
 
Tuesday 10/16/18 10 hours 
Bob, Lee, Mark, Jim and Jack Zanz (Jack is back). We trimmed out the Bird of Paradise that were out 
of control behind Hero and Golden Lynx and Puma Peak. Replanted a cactus that had fallen 
 
Friday 10/19/18 12 hours 
Ron mowed in the Nature Park. Bob, Mark, Lee, Jim and Don (Don Kelly is back) pulled weeds in the 
Rio Fuerte Entrance then everyone went to the Nature Park. There we blew off the path (Jim, Bob and 
Lee) Don and Mark pulled buffel grass. 
 
Tuesday 10/23/18 25 hours 
We did buffel grass this morning. Actually we had a good time thanks to all the new help. Bob M., 
Bob F., Mark, Jim and Don Kelly led the way. Than we had some additional and welcomed help. Jo 
Beiler, Nancy Kelly, Linda Ruge, Katy Roberts and Mike Seipel (from the Greens.) We cleaned up 
most if not all the Buffel Grass in the Nature Park. A really big thanks to everyone. 
 
Friday 10/27/18 15 hours 
Lee, Mark, Don, Jack and Jim treated the agaves today. Lee and Jim did some cosmetic trimming also. 
 
Tuesday 10/30/18 12 hours 
Don, Nancy, Bob M., Lee, Mark and Jim trimmed some volunteer Mesquites and pulled some more 
buffel grass. Hot Desert took all of our trimmings. 



November 2018 Grounds Board Report   114 (Tuesday/Friday) hours for November  
 

Tuesday 11/06/18   14 hours Great Turnout today Bob F., Bob M., Don, Hal Beiler, John Kangas, (Hal and 
John are back) Lee and Jim.  We were able to finish up along the wall behind Wolf Run.  There is a cactus 
problem behind Fonda.  It has been an ongoing problem, Bob and I looked at it today and decided that 
would be a good Friday Project.  We also decided that we would just leave the debri in the trailer and give 
it to HD on Tuesday. 
 
Friday 11/09/18 14 hours Bob Muldoon, Lee Blahnik, John Kangas, Jack Zanz, Dick Bierman and Hal 
Bieler relocated a bench in the Nature Park and placed two more which were donated by Bette and Peter 
Briggs.  Than they went to the Fonda common area and finish removing the last of the fallen cactus.  Mark 
worked at the shed. 
 
Tuesday 11/13/18 16 hours Lee Blahnik, Bob Muldoon, Bill Studer (Bill is back), Hall Bieler, John Kangas, 
John Frederickson and Jim Owen began working behind Blue Fox common area after several complaints.  
We may be able to finish behind Blue Fox on Friday.  Mark worked on the pump at the fountain. 
 
Friday 11/16/18  16 hours Mark continues to work on the fountain pump.  Lee Blahnik, Bob Muldoon, 
Jim Owen, Hal Bieler, Dick Bierman, and John Frederickson almost finished up behind Blue Fox. 
 
Tuesday 11/20/18 18 hours Bob Muldoon, Lee Blahnik, Jim Owen, Mark Koruga, John Kangas, Bill Studer, 
Hal Bieler, Dick Bierman and Dawn Weber spent the morning at the entrance to the Springs.  Dawn, Bob, 
Lee and Jim worked on irrigation.  Mark spent the morning mowing.  John, Bill, Hal and Dick trimmed 
trees and remove low hanging and dead branches which they gave to Hot Desert. 
 
Tuesday 11/27/18  14 hours Mark Koruga spent the morning in the Rio Fuerte wash with Hal Bieler as 
they began to clean up the wash.  Lee Blahnik, Dawn Weber, Don Kelly, Hal Bieler, John Kangas and Jim 
Owen trimmed brush and weeds along the Nature Trail in preparation for the trimming of the Acacias, 
which we do every year.  Friday we will return to the Nature Trail to attack the Acacias and possibly con-
tinue cleanup in the Rio Furete wash.  Friday doesn't look good weather wise.  Rain cancels as always, 
keep your eye on the weather. 
 
Friday 11/30/18  22 hours Jim Owen and Lee Blahnik spent the morning repairing an irrigation leak at 
the entrance.  Mark Koruga, Bob Fillion, Bob Muldoon, Jack Zanz, Hal Bieler, Larry Smith, Brent Gordy, 
Dick Bierman, and Dave Koch spent the morning trimming the Acacias along the Nature Trail.  Jo Bieler 
supplied treats for the crew.  Hot Desert is going to clean up after us.  
Our Volunteers for November:  Mark Koruga, Bob Fillion, Bob Muldoon, Don Kelly, Hal Bieler, John Kan-
gas, Lee Blahnik, Jim Owen, Jack Zanz, Dick Bierman, Bill Studer, John Frederickson, Larry Smith, Brent 
Gordy, Dawn Weber and Dave Koch.  What a great bunch of volunteers to work with.  For anyone reading 
this online we welcome anyone to come and join our great group of Springs Volunteers. 
 


